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Decision tree in relation to incorporation of Article 55 BRRD bail-in 
language for syndicated loan transactions

Is the Facility Agreement 
(FA) governed by  

an EEA law1

Are any of the parties 
to that FA EEA financial 
institutions* (EEA FIs)?

Are any (or is it contemplated 
that there may in the future 

be any) other Finance 
Documents governed by a 

non-EEA law?

Are any of the parties to 
those non-EEA Finance 
Documents EEA FIs*?

Do banks want to build 
in flexibility to facilitate 

transfers to EEA FIs* in the 
future?

Include bail-in 
language in FA 
(and other non-

EEA Finance 
Documents)

Do nothing

If there are non-EEA law security documents 
where a non-EEA security trustee holds security 

for any EEA FI* lender, then does the EEA FI* 
lender or the security trustee want to include 
a bail-in provision to provide for (i) potential 

non-contractual liabiliites, or (ii) future change of 
security trustee to an EEA FI*?

Include bail-in language 
(either in FA and 

incorporated by reference 
in the relevant Finance 
Documents, or in full 

in the relevant Finance 
Documents)

Do banks want to build 
in flexibility to faciltate 
transfers to EEA FIs* in 

future?

Do nothing
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1  The EEA includes the members states of the European Union together with Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. As at February 2016, BRRD had been adopted by the EEA but not formally 
implemented by the EEA Joint Committee. Pending implementation, documents governed by the laws of Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway should be treated as third countries and include 
bail-in provisions.

* For these purposes, a non-EEA branch of an EEA financial institution is considered to be an EEA financial institution, but a non-EEA subsidiary of an EEA financial institution is not.
Note: the same considerations apply to a material amendment of a facility agreement, transfer of participation, or accession by a new obligor.


